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ABSTRACT

Background: During the period of one year, ING developed an approach for software analytics within an environment of a large number of software engineering teams working in a Continuous Delivery as a Service setting. Goal: Our objective is to examine what factors helped and hindered the implementation of software analytics in such an environment, in order to improve future software analytics activities. Method: We analyzed artifacts delivered by the software analytics project, and performed semi-structured interviews with 15 stakeholders. Results: We identified 16 factors that helped the implementation of software analytics, and 20 factors that hindered the project. Conclusions: Upfront defining and communicating the aims, standardization of data at an early stage, building efficient visualizations, and an empirical approach help companies to improve software analytics projects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software analytics is a well-known practice that uses analysis, data, and systematic reasoning for decision making on software data for managers and software engineers. It aims to empower software development individuals and teams to gain and share insight from their data, to make better decisions [21] [3]. Software engineering lends itself well to benefit from analytics: it is data rich, labor intensive, time dependent, dependent on consistency and control, dependent on distributed decision-making, and has a low average success rate [3]. Although much research has been conducted on software analytics, little work has covered its implementation in practice, and even less in a continuous delivery setting [25] [28].

This paper reports on the experience of deploying software analytics into a continuous delivery process at a bank. We conducted structured interviews with 15 project stakeholders in many roles, on five topics: 1) goals of the analytics project; 2) getting data; 3) analyzing data; 4) visualization; and 5) collaboration with researchers. For each topic, the interviews gathered Likert-scale data about what was perceived as positive or negative, with open-ended questions to discover why. By coding transcriptions of the open-ended responses, we report on factors that help and hinder each of the topics.

1.1 Background and Terminology

ING is a large Netherlands-based bank, operating worldwide, with a strong focus on technology and software engineering. The bank is in the midst of a technology shift from a pure finance-oriented to an engineering-driven company. In recent years, ING has implemented a fully automated release engineering pipeline for its software engineering activities in more than 400 teams, which perform more than 2500 deployments to production each month on more than 750 different applications.

This release engineering pipeline - based on the model described by Humble and Farley [7] - is within ING known as CDaaS, an abbreviation of Continuous Delivery as a Service. Its main goal is to support teams in maximizing the benefits of shared use of tools. The pipeline fully automates the software release process for software applications. It contains several specialized tools which are connected to each other, such as ServiceNow (backlog management), GitLab (collaboration), Jenkins (code), SonarQube (code inspection), OWasp (security), Artifactory (build), and Nolio (deploy).

The mindset behind CDaaS is to move to production as fast as possible, while maintaining or improving quality. CDaaS is at the core of a transition that is ongoing within ING towards BizDevOps, a model were software developers, business staff, and operations...
staff work together in one team that works in an agile (Scrum or Kanban) way. The idea behind this is that teams - or squads, as they are called within ING in line with terminology used at Spotify [17] - develop software more quickly, be more responsive to user demand, and ultimately maximize revenue.

1.2 The GAME-project
In the midst of implementing these CD-pipelines and the new way of working in a large number of its global teams, ING started a software analytics project, called GAME, an abbreviation of Global Agile Metrics. At the time of conducting this study, the GAME-project has run for approximately one year. A team of software engineers with a data warehouse, software analytics, or business intelligence background implemented an infrastructure that was based on continuous automated mining of log-files of tools within the software engineering pipeline. Log data was analyzed based on multiple regression analysis, resulting in so-called strong metrics: metrics that are highly correlated with (and hence have strong predictive power for) future software deliveries.

Three of the five authors of the present study were actively involved in the GAME-project, the first author as research advisor, the third as project manager, and the fourth as business consultant. In this study we built on earlier work on the GAME-project [13], in which we focused specifically on the analysis of strong metrics, whereas this paper provides insights in the implementation aspects of such a project itself.

1.3 Problem Statement
Where financial organizations, such as banks, traditionally focused their research activities on financial-, risk- and economic-oriented aspects, nowadays a new focus on technological issues is gaining more and more attention [7][10]. With this technology shift, new horizons towards analytics open up. We assume that - e.g. due to a trend towards automation - also research topics such as software analytics are strongly influenced by contemporary technological developments such as pipeline-automation, continuous delivery, and shorter iterations. With this in mind, we address the following research question:

RQ1: What factors affected the experience of implementing the GAME-project’s software analytics solution within ING’s continuous delivery squads?

RQ2: What can be done to improve future implementations of software analytics solutions in such environments?

Better understanding of the implementation of a software analytics solution - where specific research capabilities are closely linked with the daily practice of software engineering - will help both researchers and practitioners to optimize their collaboration in future software analytics projects. The GAME-project also serves as a starting point for a longer term collaboration between ING and the Delft University of Technology. For that reason we use the context of this project to address a third research question:

RQ3: To what extent can collaboration of practitioners and researchers help to improve future software analytics projects?

The results of the study are described in Section 4. We discuss the results in Section 5, and finally, in Section 6 we draw conclusions and outline future work.

2 RELATED WORK
Three challenges apply regarding software analytics in practice [28] [21]: 1) How to know that analysis output is insightful and actionable? 2) How to know that you use the right data? 3) How to evaluate analysis techniques in real-world settings?

Buse and Zimmermann [3] point out a model for analytical questions, adapted from [5]. The model distinguishes between information – which can be directly measured – and insight – which arises from analysis and provides a basis for action.

A large scale survey with 793 professional data scientists at Microsoft [16] reveals 9 distinct clusters of data scientists, and their corresponding characteristics. A small number of recent, other studies on how data scientists work in practice has been performed, such as Fisher et al. [9] and Kandel et al. [15]. Although both studies where relatively small and with a more general focus, they revealed equal challenges as found in the Microsoft study. Related to earlier mentioned challenges regarding data quality, Agrawal and Menzies [2] found that for software analytic tasks like defect prediction, data pre-processing can be more important than classifier choice, while ranking studies are incomplete without such pre-processing.

Collaboration of researchers and practitioners in software analytics is a slowly emerging topic in software engineering research. As a result, most studies are relatively small and exploratory in nature (e.g. [11] [8] [19] [23] [27]).

A vast number of studies can be found about continuous delivery - sometimes described as release engineering. Although software analytics is mentioned in many of these, a focus dedicated to the implementation aspects of software analytics in such an environment is lacking in most of them. However, one aspect that is mentioned in every study, is the power of automation for analytics purposes.

Waller et al. [26] examine for example how automated performance benchmarks may be included into continuous integration. Adams et al.[1] emphasize the fact that every product release must meet an expected level of quality, and release processes undergo continual fine tuning. They argue that release engineering is not taught in class at universities; the approaches are quite diverse in nature and scope - an indication that the same goes for software analytics in such an environment?

Others, such as Matilla et al. [20] inventory analytics to visualize the continuous delivery process maturity itself. Chen [4] describes six strategies to help overcome the adoption challenges of continuous delivery.

Misisiri et al. [22] mention three common themes for software analytics projects they examined: 1) increase the model output’s information content with, for example, defect-severity or defect-type prediction, defect location, and phase- or requirement-level effort estimation; 2) provide tool support to collect accurate and complete data; and, 3) integrate prediction models into existing systems, for example, by combining the results of defect prediction with test interfaces to decide which interfaces to test first, or creating a plug-in that seamlessly works in development and testing environments.
To emphasize the fact that not much has been written about software analytics in a continuous delivery context, Laukkana et al. [18] identified a total of 40 problems, 28 causal relationships and 29 solutions related to adoption of continuous delivery, yet, software analytics is not one of them; the phrase is not even mentioned in the study. Fitzgerald and Stol [10] describe a roadmap and an agenda for continuous software engineering. Again, also in this study software analytics is not mentioned once.

Therefore, the innovation of our study is, that we perform a case study with quantitative and qualitative data in a large continuous delivery setting, with a focus specific on the implementation aspects of software analytics.

3 RESEARCH DESIGN

Our study methodology involved inventory of artifacts from the GAMe-project, and a series of semi-structured interviews, that included a number of quantitative survey questions. All study materials can be found in our technical report [14].

3.1 Artifacts from the GAMe-project

To get an overview of the results that were delivered within the scope of the GAMe-project, we collected and analyzed artifacts such as overview of collected data, structured metrics, results of data analysis, dashboards, and other visualizations.

3.2 Interviews with Stakeholders

To examine underlying reasons and causes of aspects that helped or hindered the GAMe-project, we opted for semi-structured interviews with its stakeholders [6] [24]. The interviews were performed in an open way, allowing new ideas to be brought up during the interview as a result of what the interviewee says.

Discussion upfront among the group of authors who participated in the project, taught us that the stakeholders of the GAMe-project - based on their main task in the project - could roughly be mapped on the three technology pillars in the Microsoft Research Model for Software Analytics: 1) large-scale computing, 2) analysis algorithms, and 3) information visualization [28]. On top of that we added two topics to the interviews. The first one covers the aims of the project as experienced by its stakeholders. The second topic addresses collaboration between scientists and practitioners from industry in the context of the GAMe-project. Based on these assumptions, we grouped interview questions into five topics, that we used as a framework of themes to be explored:

(1) Purpose and aim of the GAMe-project.
(2) Large-scale Computing: Getting the Data.
(4) Information Visualization and action-ability of dashboards.
(5) Research collaboration.

To reduce the risk of missing important topics we ended each interview with an open question about remaining issues to address.

Survey-questions as part of the interviews. Each of the five interview topics was preceded by two or three survey-questions that ask to what extent the interviewee agrees with a statement, followed by a statement, and a 1 to 5 point Likert-scale (strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know).

Each survey-question was followed by a question ‘Can you please explain the choice made to us?’ Subsequently, two questions were asked on top-3 aspects that helped with regard to the topic, and top-3 barriers that hindered with regard to the topic. See the technical report [14] for a detailed overview of the interview questions.

Selection of participants. We identified interviewees from the target population of people that collaborated in the past year in the GAMe-project, either directly in the project itself, or as a business customer of the project within the ING organization. Table 1 gives an overview of interviewed stakeholders, their role, and organizational unit. Each interview lasted 30 to 60 minutes. The interviews were semi-structured and contained the same set of questions for each interviewee. In total, 15 interviews were conducted.

The list of interviewees was narrowed down to 15 by selecting only stakeholders that were personally involved in the GAMe-project, and still working within ING. Interviewees did work in different teams, some were working in the same team. Interviews were conducted orally in person. Both the first and the second author participated in the interviews, alternately one of them fulfilling the role of main interviewer. The first author did know many of the interviewees because he also was involved in the GAMe-project. The second author did not know any of the interviewees. See Table 1 for information on the part of the organization interviewees came from. An overview of all interview questions - including the survey questions - can be found in the technical report [14].

Analysis of the interview results. We computed the standard deviation for each question, based on a 1-5 Likert scale. Subsequently we calculated indicators in order to interpret the results of the survey (see Figure 4):

(1) Percent Agree or Top-2-Box; the percentage respondents that agreed or strongly agreed.
(2) Top-Box: the percentage respondents that strongly agreed.
(3) Net-Top-2-Box; the percentage respondents that chose the bottom 2 responses subtracted from percentage respondents that chose the top 2 responses.
(4) **Coefficient of Variation** (CV), also known as relative standard deviation; the standard deviation divided by the mean. Higher CV-values indicate higher variability.

Where the first three are measures of the central tendency, CV is a measure of variability; we used it in addition to the other approaches. In order to examine whether the free format text resulting from the survey confirmed observations from the survey analysis, we coded the free text from the interviews. We used a transcription service to transcribe the audio, then coded the interviews using the R-package RQDA [12]. Coding was set up by the first author, who also was involved in the interviews, and subsequently checked by the second author who performed as interviewer too.

**Limitations regarding the interview and survey design.** We realize that because three of the authors - the ones working at ING - were involved in the GAMe-project itself, some bias might be introduced. We have tried to prevent this as much as possible by performing the interviews with two interviewers, in this case the first and the second author of this paper. Contrary to the first author, the second author was not involved in the GAMe-project in any way, and therefore did not have any prior knowledge of the project itself.

To overcome weakness or intrinsic biases due to problems that come from single method, single-observer and single-theory studies, we applied triangulation by combining multiple interviewers and performing the coding and analysis process with multiple authors. Also, we tried to avoid affecting the design of the interview and the coding of responses by including independent authors in this process too.

A remark is in place regarding the fact that not every interviewee was knowledgeable about every topic. As a consequence, some of the interview data may be based on partial or less relevant knowledge. We tried to mitigate this by emphasizing towards interviewees that not all topics needed to be answered in the interview. Answering “don’t know” was a valid option in the survey questions.

4 **RESEARCH RESULTS**

In this section, we report results on the interview topics and the artifacts delivered in the GAMe-project.

4.1 **Inventory of the GAMe-projects’ Artifacts**

In the following subsections, we provide an overview of the artifacts delivered in the GAMe-project.

**Data collection and data cleaning.** From the start of the GAMe-project data from the source systems was recorded as structured metrics in a repository. The GAMe-project used a pragmatic approach to determine what metrics were in scope. In line with the Principles for Software Analytics as mentioned by Menzies and Zimmermann[21] we opted for a practical approach, and to ‘live with the data we have’.

Based on the availability of data a series of queries was built, to transform data emerging in the continuous delivery pipeline into structured metrics. Metrics were defined and collected from two data sources: ServiceNow, the backlog management tool that was used by the squads, and Nolio. A complete overview of the built queries and associated metrics is included in our previous paper on the GAMe-project [13].

Three metrics were assessed as lagging: (1) planned stories completion ratio; the number of planned stories that were completed in a sprint divided by the number of planned stories, (2) planned points completion ratio; the number of completed planned story points divided by the number of planned story points, and (3) cycle-time; the mean time from first test deployment after last production has been done until the next production deployment for all applications of a squad. The choice for these three lagging metrics was driven by the assumption that they are typically output related and cannot easily be planned upfront.

Besides that a number of so-called leading metrics - usually input oriented and easy to influence metrics; they give a signal before the trend or reversal occurs - was assessed; see our previous paper on the GAMe-project [13] for an overview of all metrics in scope. All metrics were structured in a dimensional model - the so-called IAC data warehouse - and related to conformed dimensions so metrics are comparable within date/time and organization structure.

**Leading Lagging Matrix to identify strong metrics.** As described in detail in our previous paper [13], descriptive statistics were examined based on the subset of GAMe project metrics. To understand relationships between metrics, and to identify strong metrics - metrics with strong predictive power - both linear regression and pairwise correlation were performed. For visualization purposes a correlation matrix - the so-called Leading Lagging Matrix - was prepared that plots positive and negative correlations between all individual metrics. Besides the set of lagging metrics a reference set of five other metrics was plotted on the x-axis of the matrix, although these were not assumed to be lagging. A figure depicting the Leading Lagging Matrix is not included in this paper, but can be found in our previous paper [13] and in the technical report [14]. The analysis led to three implications for squads:

1. Squads can improve planned stories completion ratio and reduce cycle-time by slicing deliverables into smaller user stories.
2. Squads can reduce cycle-time by keeping open space in their sprint planning (e.g. increasing remaining time ratio).
3. Squads can increase planned stories completion ratio (delivery predictability) by reducing unexpected unplanned work, for example by improving the quality of systems to reduce incidents that lead to last-minute bug fixes.

**Information Visualization.** Based on these implications a dashboard was developed. The GAMe-dashboard consists of a series of visualizations that focus on a specific squad; see for example the Squad Onepager in Figure 1. The Squad Onepager gives squads a summary-view on the status of the most important squad metrics. In the example sprint completion ratio of the last sprints, average cycle time of the last sprints, and average cycle time kanban of the last weeks are depicted.

Another example of a visualization that has been developed within the scope of the GAMe-dashboard is a graph of the number of squad members in sprint points breakdown, as depicted in Figure 2. In the graph, which splits the number of completed points into three groups, the number of squad members has also been added.
No consensus on purpose and aims of the GAMe-project. Each interview started with four questions regarding the purpose and the aims of the GAMe-project. A first observation is that there is no real consensus among the interviewees about the aims and goals of the GAMe-project. The first interview question deals with the purpose and aims of the project, and whether these were completely clear to its stakeholders. The respondents were split: as many interviewees agreed that the aims were clear as there were who disagreed (see Figure 4). A similar outcome - with even larger differences between the interviewees - is found in the answers to the interview question whether the project achieved its aims and goals. The outcomes of the two interview questions on top-3 aspects that helped and hindered the project in achieving its goals are summarized in Table 2, where the number of interviewees mentioning an aspect is included between brackets.

Management attention is important. Management attention is mentioned by many interviewees as an important help for achieving the aims of the GAMe-project; “Management attention, for sure. We now have a weekly meeting with the executives, where we focus [...] on improve the lead time of epics” [P03]. This statement did refer to management commitment as such, and also to an increasing interest in the outcomes of the project: “I think that what also helped, and this was a little bit later in the project to the end, that there were
Lack of time and priorities. This latter statement matches an often mentioned obstacle that hindered achieving the aims of the GAMe-project; a lack of time and priorities. As P02 states it: “What I noticed, at least with the product owners, was that they were busy to perform, and had no room to innovate” [P02]. An aspect that relates to this is a focus on performance instead on innovation, which was mentioned by a number of interviewees.

Many different stakeholders involved. Another mentioned aspect that helped to achieve the goals of the GAMe-project, was the fact that different stakeholders were involved. The multi-disciplinary character of the project was praised by many: “To be confronted with other ideas, which can help with a better result. That is important and should be applied at every squad” [P02]. Furthermore, a number of interviewees mentioned the clear focus of the GAMe-project on cycle time reduction as helpful.

Yet, at the same time not all stakeholders were convinced that the project really did change things in the squads: “I did not see the impact. It did not feel as the set of metrics that we should use. We maybe have done this too much in a waterfall kind of way” [P11]. The project was not seen as a joint effort by some: “It was a group of consultants looking from a distance, saying how it works” [P01]. Some emphasized the fact that squads do not all work in the same way, and even that some stakeholders did not have too much trust in the approach that was chosen for the GAMe-project.

No consensus on getting and preparing the data. The second topic in each interview focused on the aspects of getting the data. The first question dealt with whether the data that was used within the project was of good quality. A vast majority of stakeholders agreed with this or was at least neutral. A second question was
about how easy it was to get the data for the project. Consensus among the interviewees on this statement was very low, with an emphasis on stakeholders not agreeing.

The third question dealt with how easy it was to prepare the data for further use within the GAMe-project (e.g. combining data from different sources, shaping of the data). Again, consensus between interviewees is low - indicated by a Coefficient of Variance score of 41%, with an emphasis on stakeholders not agreeing. The outcomes of the two interview questions on aspects that helped or hindered with regard to getting and preparing the data are summarized in Table 3.

**Table 3: Codes related to Getting the Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Helped getting and preparing the data</th>
<th>Hindered getting and preparing the data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I4C Data warehouse as a solution (9)</td>
<td>Difficulties with availability of data (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServiceNow data was of good quality (7)</td>
<td>Lack of standardization (10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**I4C data warehouse was appreciated.** Many stakeholders mentioned the availability of the I4C data warehouse solution as a big pro for the GAMe-project. However, the data warehouse had two sides; it both helped structuring the data, but at the same time it created a backlog of queries to be developed that sometimes slowed down the project a bit. Overall as the strengths of the I4C data warehouse was mentioned that it is a future-proof solution in which the data is recorded with structured metrics that are ready for further use, with a frequent automated feed.

**Good data quality, but not for all parts of the project.** Asked about the quality of the data, many interviewees replied that the ServiceNow data was of good quality. Regarding the other data - in particular the data from CDaaS - many interviewees mentioned difficulties in getting the data, sometimes even a kind of silo-behavior in the teams to cooperate with the GAMe-project: “Getting the data out of the systems... this is really a barrier [...] It is an organizational and technical thing. Sometimes it is technical, because people say ‘you cannot have my data, because if you do your queries then the systems will break’. Or otherwise ‘no, it is my data, you cannot have it’, we have seen that also” [P05].

**Lack of standardization in the CD-tools.** Lack of standardization in the data in the different tools within the continuous delivery pipeline is mentioned by many interviewees as a cause for problems in the squads: “Standardized tooling is a big thing. They want to standardize tooling, but that is a long way. That is why we have a problem at this thing. Everybody is testing in its own way. With their own tooling and that kind of things” [P06]. It did slow down the GAMe-project, and even was mentioned as a cause for not achieving its goals in the end: “For some parts of the goals of the Game Project the data was very good. Mainly the backlog management side, the Incident Management side. But for the software delivery, following the code, it is very bad quality of data” [P09].

**Scale was not an issue.** The first interview question within this topic dealt with whether analyzing the data within the project scale (e.g. size of the data) caused problems. Although the number of interviewees that answered this question was quite low, all agreed that scale did not cause problems.

**R was a help, but also a small obstacle.** The second question, about whether analyzing the data and machine learning (e.g. building predictive models) caused problems, was answered by even less interviewees. Most of them agreed on the statement by referring to the open source tool R that was used for statistics. However, one disagreed: “The difficulty may be that there were sometimes unexpected results out of the data analysis. And then we miss the statistical knowledge to understand why” [P06]. Apparently R was experienced as a good tool for statistics, but at the same time experienced as a slight bottleneck due to its somewhat steep learning curve and the fact that not enough statistical knowledge was available in the team.

The results of the two interview questions on aspects that helped and hindered the project with regard to analyzing the data are summarized in Table 4.

**Table 4: Codes related to Analyzing the Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Helped analyzing the data</th>
<th>Hindered analyzing the data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of R for analyzing (5)</td>
<td>Lack of statistical knowledge (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with academia (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For data that was not available, some stakeholders assume that analyzing unstructured data could help: “I think for example that in all sorts of unstructured descriptions of user stories, it must be possible to find a structure in this with machine learning” [P12]. Stakeholders do believe in prediction techniques: “With machine learning we can get very far I think” [P14].

**The dashboard contained the right metrics.** The fourth topic in each interview focused on the more or less specific aspects of information visualization. The first question within this topic was about whether the GAMe-dashboard contains the right metrics for the software delivery team(s) to steer on. Although not all interviewees did answer this question, most of the stakeholders agreed with this or at least were neutral. The second question is about action-ability and usefulness of the dashboard for software delivery team(s). Despite a relatively large variance, a majority of stakeholders agrees with this statement.

The outcomes of the two interview questions on aspects that helped or hindered the project with regard to building dashboards are summarized in Table 5.

**Users like the simple set-up of the dashboard.** Interviewees mentioned as a help regarding the visualizations, that the GAMe-dashboard was set-up quite simple, including a very limited set of metrics: “It is basic and that is actually what I like. The simple, basic set that is there now, yes, it can help teams a lot” [P08]. They also emphasize the setup of the dashboard as a subset with different goals: “There is not one GAMe-dashboard. We have a dashboard on squad level, on tribe level and on domain level. But the dashboard on
The GAMe-dashboard is not used a lot. Yet, at the same time stakeholders - especially those from the squads themselves - think that the dashboard is not really used by squads: “Nobody is using it” [P03]. As a reason for this they mention the fact that the dashboard is not user friendly: “Developers want to develop. And if you create reports in a specialized application where you have to log-in and you have to find a report that runs once in a period, they are not going to do that” [P01]. Some argue whether Cognos BI is the right tool for visualizations: “The tool itself is quite limited in the visualization. So, if you want to make it more advanced, you better make your graphs in Excel, because then they become better. That is a bit of a shame for the tooling‖ [P08].

Some interviewees propose the idea to include visualizations in the delivery pipeline itself. For example, visualizations incorporated in ServiceNow: “Pop-ups are put-off by developers as quickly as possible, that’s no solution. But looking at your email once in the hour for five minutes, or including visualizations in ServiceNow as part of the daily stand-up would be a good solution‖ [P12].

People’s opinions were sometimes blocking. Some interviewees mentioned that people’s opinions were sometimes blocking progress regarding the use of dashboards: “There are also squads, and even agile coaches, who really do not believe in generic metrics because every squad has to define their own‖ [P09]. Or they just don’t believe in steering on metrics: “People saying ‘I do not believe in steering on metrics, because we, as a team, need to evolve and cooperate and discuss, more the softer approach to coaching a team’‖ [P06].

Empirical approach was appreciated. The final topic in each interview focused on the aspects of research collaboration. A first question within this topic dealt with the perception whether performing research on the analytics behind the software delivery processes of ING helps solution delivery teams. Not as a surprise, all interviewees agreed or strongly agreed with this. Yet, it is interesting to see why they did so.

Many interviewees argued that due to research the way of working of squads can be better understood. As P08 stated: “The scientific part was really one of the real gains‖ [P08]. More specifically, by using real data the performance of squads could be explained: “I really believe in looking at data in this way‖ [P06].

Collaboration with academia is liked by many. Also the second question in this topic whether collaboration with (technical) universities helped ING to improve its research activities was agreed upon by all interviewees, although more stakeholders than the former question agreed instead of strongly agreed. As one underlying reason a fresh look at innovation was mentioned: “Fresh insights from someone who looks at it with a new fresh look‖ [P02]. Another reason - mentioned by many interviewees - was that a scientific approach can help ING: “A lot of help came from Delft University of Technology, on the statistical analysis, R Studio, what packages to use‖ [P06]. However, a warning was mentioned too for over-complicated analysis approaches: “I think that a challenge at the same time is to make it really down to earth as well‖ [P08].

The results of the two interview questions about aspects helping or hindering ING to improve research on its software delivery processes are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6: Codes related to Research Collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Helped to improve research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understand the way of working of squads (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A scientific (evidence-based) approach (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectation that universities are ahead (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real data to explain performance (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hindered to improve research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research did not solve the problem (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes were not discussed with the squads (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on risk and security of a bank (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption of scientific approach might be difficult (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too early drawing conclusions (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sharing outcomes of research is important. Apart from the aforementioned positive aspects, a number of issues were also mentioned that hindered the research, as done within the GAMe-project. Some interviewees - all from software delivery squads - mentioned the fact that the outcomes of the GAMe-project were not shared with the squads at the end of the project: “I am wondering if they ever asked feedback on the reports within teams‖ [P01]. Others mentioned - regardless of their agreement on the first two questions in this topic - that research in the end did not help: “It is nice that an article was written about it. But for the short term, it did not solve a problem‖ [P03].

Compliance, security and risk are challenges. Furthermore, the focus of a bank on risks and security might have caused challenges for the project: “A CDaaS pipeline full of security findings and risk related things, a CDaaS pipeline that is not built for reporting‖ [P01]. A stakeholder mentioned an risk related to research versus the delivery squads: “You now see a difference occurring between research and development within ING. For example, I see little from the research department going to production. Actually, there is a gap there, and that is not desirable either‖ [P12].
5 DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss the outcomes of our study, and we examine implications for industry, and threats to validity.

5.1 How to improve software analytics projects

Cherish management attention. The inventory of aspects that helped and hindered the GAMe-project, as addressed in the second research question - RQ2: What can be done to improve future implementations of software analytics solutions in such environments? - indicates that a thorough preparation of a software analytics project is an important precondition for similar projects performed in future. We argue that, although management attention was praised by many during the interviews - one thing to cherish for future projects -, a lack of steering and unanimity on the topic of software analytics might cause barriers during the course of a project.

Software analytics is typically research oriented, and thus goals maybe should be better defined in a different - hypothesis - kind of way. Zhang et al. [28] come up with some advice for software analytics activities - “create feedback loops early, with many iterations” - that might be very suitable for ING purposes too. Operations-driven goals such as ‘cycle-time shortening’ or ‘quality improvement’ might fit better in such an approach, leaving enough space for discovering new horizons with great impact.

Consider the approach on data collection and storage. We assume that a question that was raised by some of the interviewees - whether it would be a better approach to collect and store unstructured data and perform machine learning on these to look for structure and information - offers challenging yet very interesting horizons for future research.

Aim for Standardization of CD-tools and data solutions. The availability of a standardized solution within the company to set up the I4C data warehouse, in combination with good quality of data derived from the backlog management tool, was experienced by many stakeholders as a great help. The choice that was made early in the project to build queries to create metrics in a dedicated repository can easily be explained. On the other hand, data from other sources - especially CD-tools - were difficult or impossible to obtain, and were overall of a low quality. Linking data across the boundaries of different tools was therefore difficult and sometimes even impossible. Make decisions on standardization of both CD-tools and data collection and storage upfront to prevent additional work afterwards.

Use R for analysis purposes. The practice of the GAMe project showed, that as the project progressed the knowledge of R within the team had increased enormously. We therefore expect that in subsequent projects the backlog in this area will soon be eliminated, and that the benefits of R will outweigh the disadvantages.

Optimize for actionable information. One of the interviewees said it clearly: “Visualizations need to be in your face” [P08]. Apparently this was not the case in the GAMe-dashboard yet. Especially the fact that users need to log-in into a specific business intelligence tool seems one step too far for squad members. We assume that future research regarding dashboards should be focused on how to include visualizations in the daily practice of squad members, executives, and other stakeholders, and on optimization of insightful and actionable information. Potentially promising ideas came up in the interviews, such as include visualizations in the backlog management tool, that is used by the squads in their daily stand-ups. Furthermore, future research should be focused on how to measure the real impact of visualizations, instead of only looking at number of log-ins in the business intelligence tool.

Comparison of studies. We built our study on earlier work [13] in which we focused specifically on the analysis of a subset metrics. The goal of that study was to identify strong metrics. For this purpose a project - the so-called GAMe-project - was performed. In our initial study [13] we analyzed a subset of 16 metrics from 59 squads at ING. We identified two lagging metrics and assessed four leading metrics to be strong. The results of the initial study were used by ING to built a series of dashboards for squads to steer on.

In the follow-up study that we describe in this paper we evaluated the process of implementing this GAMe-project, mainly looking from the perspective of ‘how did stakeholders of the project experience the implementation process?’ We did not evaluate the artifacts delivered by the GAMe-project as such, but instead we asked stakeholders for their experiences and strategies for improvement of future software analytics projects.

5.2 Implications

The outcomes of our study might not simply be generalized to other environments, within or outside ING. Yet, we identify some take-away-messages that apply to implementing a software analytics solution in a CD-setting:

1. Companies should think ahead about the aims they want to achieve with software analytics, and then continuously communicate about this to all involved. In view of the investigative nature of software analytics projects - and with them the often vague objectives - we argue that it is preferable to appoint research as an objective in itself.

2. Companies that set up CD-pipelines should give attention at an early stage to standardization of data, especially across the boundaries of different systems and tools in the pipeline. This aspect should be high on the agenda of enterprise data architects involved in such activities.

3. Visualizations should - when applicable - be incorporated in the daily work environment of delivery teams.

A fourth implication that we identified was that companies should use an empirical approach when starting a software analytics project. Collaboration with academia helps. However, continuous attention must be paid to presentation of results and explaining the scientific approach. As a note to this implication we realize that respondents might be somewhat biased by the academic partners being involved and maybe are not entirely neutral about their own role.

5.3 Threats to Validity

We see the following key limitations.

First, our study is conducted in single company. Nevertheless, we argue that the results can be used to draw many lessons, since the company in question, ING, is at the forefront of applying analytics and continuous delivery at scale in an industrial context that has a tradition of being conservative and risk averse from a technological
point of view. This makes our results applicable to many other organizations in a similar situation.

Second, our study is based on subjective analysis, and some of the authors were involved in the project under study. We mitigated this by being open about our background, and by involving co-authors who were not involved in the project.

Third, the analytics context and the specific metrics used are specific to the company in question, and their prominence may not be widespread yet. Nevertheless, we think the factors identified in Tables 3-7 are largely independent of the actual setting, and apply to many software analytics contexts.

6 CONCLUSIONS
We studied the outcomes of a software analytics project that was performed during one year within the continuous delivery teams of ING. Within the scope of the project a dataset built from backlog management and continuous delivery data from ING was analyzed, in order to identify strong metrics: metrics with high predictive power towards a subset of lagging variables. Based on this analysis three implications for improvement strategies for squads were identified, and a dashboard was build based on these to help squads to improve their performance. To understand any causes behind the implementation of the project, we interviewed 15 stakeholders about five project related topics. Based on the interviews we identified 16 factors that helped the implementation of software analytics, and 20 factors that hindered the project.
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Interview and Survey Set-up

(1) Purpose and aims of the GAMe-project
(a) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "The purpose and aims of the GAMe-project were completely clear to its stakeholders"
strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(b) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "The GAMe-project did achieve its aims and goals" strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(c) What top-3 aspects did help the GAMe-project in achieving its goals?
(d) What top-3 barriers did hinder the GAMe-project in achieving its goals?

(2) Large-scale Computing: Getting the Data
(a) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "The data that we used within the GAMe-project was of good quality"
strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(b) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "Getting the data that we needed for the GAMe-project was easy" strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(c) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "Preparing the data for further use within the GAMe-project (e.g. combining data from different sources, shaping of the data) was easy" strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(d) What top-3 aspects did help the GAMe-project with regard to getting and preparing the data?
(e) What top-3 barriers did hinder the GAMe-project with regard to getting and preparing the data?

(3) Analysis Algorithms: Analyzing the Data
(a) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "When analyzing the data within the GAMe-project scale (e.g. size of the data) caused problems" strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(b) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "When analyzing the data within the GAMe-project machine learning (e.g. building predictive models) caused problems" strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(c) What top-3 aspects did help the GAMe-project with regard to analyzing the data?
(d) What top-3 barriers did hinder the GAMe-project with regard to analyzing the data?

(4) Information Visualization
(a) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "The GAMe-dashboard contains the right metrics for the software delivery team(s) to steer on" strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(b) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "The GAMe-dashboard is useful for our software delivery team(s)" strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(c) What top-3 aspects did help the GAMe-project with regard to building and using dashboards for decision-making?
(d) What top-3 barriers did hinder the GAMe-project with regard to building and using dashboards for decision-making?

(5) Research Collaboration
(a) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "Performing research on the analytics behind the software delivery processes of ING will help solution delivery teams" strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(b) To what extent do you agree with the following statement? "Collaboration with (technical) universities will help ING to improve its' research activities" strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree - don’t know
(i) Follow-up question: Can you please explain the choice made to us?
(c) What top-3 aspects do you expect to help ING to improve research on its’ software delivery processes?
(d) What top-3 barriers do you expect to hinder ING to improve research on its’ software delivery processes?
### Table 7: Aggregated Survey Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q1.1</th>
<th>Q1.2</th>
<th>Q2.1</th>
<th>Q2.2</th>
<th>Q2.3</th>
<th>Q3.1</th>
<th>Q3.2</th>
<th>Q4.1</th>
<th>Q4.2</th>
<th>Q5.1</th>
<th>Q5.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std Deviation</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Agree</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-2-Box</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-Box</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Top Box</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>-15%</td>
<td>-20%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Top-2-Box</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>-8%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>-31%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Variation (CV)</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>